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It is generally accepted that only transcripts synthesized by RNA polymerase II (e.g., mRNA) were subject to
AAUAAA-dependent polyadenylation. However,we previously showed that RNA transcribed by RNA polymerase
III (pol III) from mouse B2 SINE could be polyadenylated in an AAUAAA-dependent manner. Many species of
mammalian SINEs end with the pol III transcriptional terminator (TTTTT) and contain hexamers AATAAA in
their A-rich tail. Such SINEs were united into Class T+, whereas SINEs lacking the terminator and AATAAA se-
quenceswere classified as T−. Herewe studied the structural features of SINEpol III transcripts that are necessary
for their polyadenylation. Eight and six SINE families from classes T+ and T−, respectively, were analyzed. The
replacement of AATAAA with AACAAA in T+ SINEs abolished the RNA polyadenylation. Interestingly, insertion
of the polyadenylation signal (AATAAA) and pol III transcription terminator in T− SINEs did not result in
polyadenylation. The detailed analysis of three T+ SINEs (B2, DIP, and VES) revealed areas important for the
polyadenylation of their pol III transcripts: the polyadenylation signal and terminator in A-rich tail, β region po-
sitioned immediately downstream of the box B of pol III promoter, and τ region located upstream of the tail. In
DIP and VES (but not in B2), the τ region is a polypyrimidine motif which is also characteristic of many other
T+ SINEs. Most likely, SINEs of different mammals acquired these structural features independently as a result
of parallel evolution.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It is common knowledge that all mRNAs are generated by RNA
polymerase II (pol II) and subjected to polyadenylation by nuclear
polyadenosine polymerase (PAP) [1]. As a result, the 3′ ends of all
fully processed eukaryotic mRNAs (except for most of histone mRNAs)
have a 150–250 nt poly(A) tail. Poly(A) plays an important role in reg-
ulation of stability, export from the nucleus to the cytoplasm, and trans-
lation initiation of mRNAs. Polyadenylation is associated with the
cleavage of pre-mRNA resulting in the formation of mRNA 3′ end [2].
This process requires that the pre-mRNA contains (i) a polyadenylation
signal (PAS), AAUAAA, 10–30 nt upstreamof the cleavage site, and (ii) a
U- or GU-rich element 20–40 nt downstream of the cleavage site [3].
Upstream elements (USE) located up to 100 nt of the poly(A) site are
also involved in cleavage and polyadenylation of some pre-mRNAs.
The cleavage and polyadenylation of pre-mRNA require at least five
and polyadenylation specificity
omain; LINE, Long Interspersed
ylation signal; pol II, RNA poly-
ne tract-binding protein; SINE,
tr4p Polyadenylation complex;
protein factors including PAP [4]. They are associated with the elongat-
ing polymerase complex through the C-terminal domain (CTD) of the
largest subunit of pol II. Thus, these factors interact with the nascent
pre-mRNA resulting in its cleavage and polyadenylation.

Until recently, only transcripts synthesized by pol II were thought
to be polyadenylated in an AAUAAA-dependent manner. However,
we demonstrated unambiguously that B2 RNA transcribed by RNA
polymerase III (pol III) from mouse SINE B2 can be effectively
polyadenylated in mammalian cells [5]. Short Interspersed Elements
(SINEs), or short retroposons, are repetitive 80- to 400-bp sequences
that are interspersed over the eukaryotic genomes and are amplified
via reverse transcription (see reviews [6,7]). SINEs belong to nonauton-
omous mobile elements since they encode no enzymes and utilize the
reverse transcriptase of Long Interspersed Elements (LINEs) for their
amplification by mode of retroposition. Most mammalian SINEs prolif-
erate with the help of LINE-1. The genome ofmammalian species usual-
ly contains several families of SINEs, each represented by 104–106

copies. Most copies are not identical and their nucleotide sequences
vary by 5–35%. A typical SINE consists of three parts: 5′-terminal
“head,” “body,” and 3′-terminal “tail.” The heads of SINEs demonstrate
a similarity with one of the three types of cellular RNAs synthesized
by pol III: tRNA, 7SL RNA, or 5S rRNA. Most SINE families originated
from tRNA in the course of evolution. SINEs are transcribed by pol III
due to the promoter in their head region. The classical SINE promoter
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consists of two 11 bp boxes (A and B) spaced by 30–40 bp. Usually, the
origin of SINE body is unknown; tails of most mammalian SINEs are A-
rich sequences.

The A-rich tail of SINE B2 contains several AATAAA hexamers and a
pol III transcriptional terminator (TCTTTT). This fact and finding of the
short B2 transcripts in a fraction of poly(A)-containing RNA suggested
that this pol III-generated RNA was polyadenylated in mouse cells
[8–10]. Later, we transfected HeLa cells with B2 carrying either the nor-
mal AATAAA hexamers or the modified ones (AACAAA). It was found
that the RNA transcribed by pol III from normal B2 was polyadenylated,
whereas B2 RNA without AAUAAA hexamers was unable to perform
this post-transcriptional modification [5]. Thus, AAUAAA can function
as PAS in B2 RNA generated by pol III (Fig. 1). Polyadenylation of B2
RNA drastically increases its lifespan [5]. Additionally, a long A-rich
tail (poly(A) in the case of B2 RNA) is known to be necessary for the
retroposition of LINE-1-mobilized SINEs [11–13].

Like B2, thirteen mammalian SINEs have A-rich tails containing
AATAAA hexamers and a pol III transcriptional terminator, (T)4–6 or
TC(T)3–5 [14]. A-rich tails of many other mammalian SINEs lack both
AATAAA and the terminator. We assigned these SINE families to class
T+ and class T−, respectively [15].

Herewe studied the polyadenylation ability of RNA transcribed from
eight T+ class SINEs. Then AATAAA hexamers and a terminator were
added to tails of six T− class SINEs. Pol III transcripts of these modified
SINEs were examined for their capacity to be polyadenylated. Further,
the position of PAS in B2 RNA was studied as determinant for its
polyadenylation. Deletions, replacements, and translocations of various
regions of B2 RNA were used to examine their significance for
polyadenylation. Pol III transcripts of SINEs DIP and VES were studied
in a similar way. We made the following conclusions: (i) transcripts of
all T+ class SINEs studied are effectively polyadenylated; (ii) transcripts
of all T− class SINEs studied cannot be polyadenylated even after inser-
tion of AATAAA hexamers and a terminator in their tails; (iii) two re-
gions in the body of SINEs B2, DIP, and VES are required for efficient
polyadenylation of their transcripts; (iv) pol III transcripts capable of
PAS-dependent polyadenylation have complex structural features that
SINEs acquired independently in various eutherian lineages.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Plasmid constructs

All SINEs and their derivatives containing deletions or nucleotide sub-
stitutions were obtained using PCR. Amplified DNA fragments were puri-
fied by electrophoresis in agarose gel and cloned into plasmid pGEM-T
(Promega) following the manufacturer's protocol. Plasmids with cloned
insertions were isolated by alkaline lysis miniprep and subjected to DNA
sequence analysis in order to exclude plasmids with random nucleotide
substitutions induced by PCR. Plasmids intended for transfection were
isolated using NucleoBond AX100 columns (Macherey-Nagel).
Fig. 1. Schematic ofmouse B2, the best-studied SINE of class T+. B2 transcription by pol III is initi
AATAAA hexamers in the A-rich tail (gray box) are required for the polyadenylation of B2 RNA
2.2. Cell transfections

Transfections were carried out in the HeLa cell line. Monolayer was
grown to 80% confluency in Petri dishes (60-mm diameter). Cells were
transiently transfected with 5 μg of plasmid DNA using TurboFect Trans-
fection Reagent (Thermo Scientific) following the manufacturer's proto-
col. RNA was isolated 20 h post-transfection using the guanidinium
thiocyanate method.

2.3. RNA analysis

RNA was treated with 100 μg/mL RNase-free DNase I (Thermo Scien-
tific) at 37 °C for 30 min. Following inactivation of DNase, RNA was re-
solved by denaturing electrophoresis in 5.5% polyacrylamide gel. RNA
was transferred from the gel onto a Hybond-XL membrane by semidry
electroblotting at 3 V for 2.5 h. Hybridization probes that usually
corresponded to 5′ half of SINEs were prepared by PCR. Amplified DNA
fragments were purified by electrophoresis in agarose gel and eluted
with Gel Band Purification Kit (GE Healthcare). The probes were labeled
with α[32P] dATP by PCR using only the reverse primer. The blots were
hybridized in 50% formamide, 5 × Denhardt solution, 4 × SSC, 1% SDS,
and 0.1 mg/mL salmon sperm DNA at 42 °C. Washes were performed in
0.1% SSC and0.1% SDS at 42 °C for 1 h. Then themembraneswere exposed
to X-ray film or/and screen (type SR) for the Phosphorimager Cyclone
(Packard). The phosphorimager images were used to quantify SINE tran-
script polyadenylation (see Supplementary note). Radioactive signal was
measured for the full-length primary SINE transcript (the band of the lon-
gest RNA) and for the polyadenylated transcript (an even longer RNA
looking as a smear). Finally, the percentage of polyadenylationwas calcu-
lated for the transcripts of each SINE construct. Most of the transfection
experiments repeated three to eight times. Results of typical experiments
are shown in figures.

3. Results

3.1. Pol III transcripts of all T+ class SINEs can be polyadenylated

Eight unrelated SINE families from class T+ were studied in this ex-
periment (Table S1). A full-length SINE copy with a normal pol III pro-
moter and a typical A-rich tail was selected from each family. Such
SINE copies were cloned together with short (50–70 bp) 5′ flanking se-
quences (Fig. S1). From these copies, derivative constructs containing
AACAAA instead of AATAAA hexamers in their A-rich tails were obtain-
ed. Pairs of the constructs were used for transient transfection of HeLa
human carcinoma cells, RNAs were isolated 20 h after transfection,
and SINE transcripts were detected by Northern hybridization. Change
of a T with a C in all AATAAA hexamers in SINEs resulted in a quite
narrow band of RNA, whereas in the case of native constructs, longer
heterogeneous RNAs were also observed (Fig. 2A). These longer hetero-
geneous RNAs are the result of polyadenylation of the primary pol III
ated at the internal split promoter (boxes A andB) and is terminated at TCTTTT (solid box).
.



Fig. 3. Influence of the position and nucleotide context of the polyadenylation signal, PAS, (underlined) on the polyadenylation of B2 transcript. (A) Nucleotide sequences of the 3ʹ region of
B2 and B2-derived constructs used in the transfection experiment. B2-T, original B2. B2-C, construct with nonfunctional PAS (two AATAAA hexamers were converted into AACAAA). Con-
structs 1–5 contain a PAS in different positions. In the construct 6, a single PAS is flanked by non-A-rich sequences. Twelve nucleotides were deleted (−) from the A-rich tail of B2 in con-
structs 7 and 8. The nucleotides marked with an asterisk correspond to the 3′ end of the transcript. The distances between the 3′ ends and beginnings of PAS (arrowheads) are indicated
above the arrowhead. (B) Blot-hybridization of total RNA from HeLa cells transfected with the above constructs. Percentage of polyadenylated B2 transcripts is shown below each lane.
Relative polyadenylation—the ratio of the transcript polyadenylation level to that of the original B2 (control) is presented to the right of the sequence (A). Each value with standard de-
viation is based on data from three transfection experiments.

Fig. 2. SINE transcript competence for AAUAAA-dependent polyadenylation. HeLa cells were transfected with cloned SINEs and total RNA was analyzed by Northern blot-hybridization.
SINEs containing AATAAA (lanes T) or AACAAA (lanes C) hexamers were used for the transfection. (A) SINEs of class T+: Rhin-1 (horseshoe bat Rhinolophus ferrumequinum), TAL (mole
Mogera robusta), ERE-A (horse Equus ferus), B2 (mouseMus musculus), DIP (birch mouse Sicista tianshanica), CAN (dog Canis lupus), C (rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus), and VES (water bat
Myotis daubentoni). (B) SINEs of class T−: MEN (palm squirrelMenetes berdmorei), SOR (shrew Sorex araneus), IDL-Geo (pocket gopher Thomomys bottae), Tu type III (tree shrew Tupaia
glis), Ped-1 (springhare Pedetes capensis), andMEG-RL (fruit bat Rousettus aegyptiacus) (see Table S1 for details concerning these SINEs). Arrowsmark the full-length primary transcripts of
SINEs and numbers indicate their length (nt). The absence of longer RNA in the case of C-constructs of class T+ SINEs, aswell as C- and T-constructs of class T− SINEs, shows high efficiency
of the transcription terminators used.
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SINE transcripts (narrow bands). Previously, this fact was proven for B2
transcripts bymany approaches: inactivation of pol III promoter bymu-
tations, treatment of transfected cells with α-amanitin and cordycepin,
oligo(dT)-cellulose chromatography, RNAse H treatment of RNA, clon-
ing and sequencing of B2 cDNA [5]. Therefore, here we carried out
only oligo(dT)-cellulose chromatography of transcripts of several
SINEs (Fig. S2). Long RNA was found in poly(A)+ fraction, but not in
poly(A)− fraction, indicating that this RNA is polyadenylated rather
than it is the read-through transcript. Thus, in this and further experi-
ments, we consider such longer heterogeneous RNAs as polyadenylated
pol III transcripts. The data obtained show that RNA transcribed from
various T+ SINEs can be polyadenylated in an AAUAAA-dependent
manner.

3.2. Insertion of AAUAAA-signals in pol III transcripts of T− class SINEs does
not result in RNA polyadenylation

It is a priori clear that pol III transcripts of T− class SINEs cannot be
polyadenylated, as their tails do not contain AAUAAA and a transcrip-
tional terminator. One or two AATAAA hexamers, as well as a termina-
tor were created in tails of T− class SINEs belonging to six families
(Table S1and Fig. S3). The same SINE constructs but with AACAAA in-
stead of AATAAA were also obtained. HeLa cells were transfected with
AATAAA- and AACAAA-containing SINE constructs and SINE transcripts
were detected by Northern hybridization. In all cases, only bands of the
Fig. 4. The contribution of the 3ʹ region of B2 to the transcript polyadenylation. (A) Schematic
region of B2 and B2-derived constructswith deletions. See the text for details. (C) Blot-hybridiza
SORwas used as the hybridization probe. Arrowheadsmark full-length primary transcripts. Rela
B2-T construct (control) is shown to the right of the sequence (B). Each value with standard d
primary pol III transcripts were detected, whereas longer heteroge-
neous RNAs were not observed (Fig. 2B). These data demonstrate that
the pol III transcripts of T− class SINEs are not polyadenylated in cells
even following the insertion of the AATAAA hexamer and a terminator
in a SINE tail. Thus, some additional structural features of pol III tran-
scripts are necessary for their polyadenylation.

3.3. Role of AAUAAA-signal position and nucleotide context

A copy of SINE B2 [16] that we studied originally contained two PAS
(AATAAA). Five derivatives from this B2 copy were constructed; they
contained a single PAS in different positions of their A-rich tail. Tran-
scripts of each of them were capable of polyadenylation, although
with different efficiency (Fig. 3). The maximal polyadenylation was ob-
served for transcripts with a PAS located in position −10. The
polyadenylation level was 0.8 and 0.6 of the original B2 (control) at
PAS positions−6 and−23, respectively. Thus, pol III transcripts, unlike
pol II transcripts, can be polyadenylated even in the case of the very
short distance between PAS and 3′ end of RNA. Usually PAS are embed-
ded in A-rich tail of SINEs. To examine the importance of this fact for
polyadenylation, we replaced the majority of A residues in the A-rich
tail of B2 SINE, but a PAS was preserved in position −10. Such conver-
sion of A-rich tail into a sequence with neutral nucleotide content de-
creased polyadenylation efficiency, although not dramatically (Fig. 3).
Thus, A-rich sequence harboring PAS facilitates polyadenylation.
of SOR/B2 chimeric constructs used in the experiment. (B) Nucleotide sequences of the 3′
tion of RNA isolated fromHeLa cells transfectedwith SOR or SOR/B2 constructs. The head of
tive polyadenylation: the ratio of polyadenylation level of the transcript to that of the SOR/
eviation is based on data from three transfection experiments.



Fig. 5. The region of B2 located at box B contributes to the polyadenylation of SINE transcripts. (A) Nucleotide sequence of B2 frombox B (underlined) to the Bgl II site (italicized), as well as
sequences of B2-derived constructs with deletions (−) and substitution (bold). Only the nucleotides that do not affect transcription initiation were replaced in box B. The 3′ part of B2
between the Bgl II site and terminator is shown as a linewith a break. (B) Blot-hybridization of RNA isolated fromHeLa cells transfectedwith the constructs shown in (A). Lane T, original
B2; lane C, B2with PAS inactivated by replacement of T by C. Relative polyadenylation: the ratio of the polyadenylated transcript percentage to that of the original B2-T (control) is shown
to the right of sequence (A). Each value with standard deviation is based on data from three transfection experiments.
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Finally, the A-rich tail except for one PAS was removed and this sig-
nificantly (0.25 of the control) decreased the polyadenylation of B2
transcripts (Fig. 3). The following features of this B2 derivative can con-
tribute to this effect: (i) the space between the PAS and the pol III termi-
nator is absent; (ii) sequences flanking the PAS are not A-rich; (iii) the
distance between the 3′ end and the SINE body is very short (11 nt).
3.4. Regions of SINE B2 body contributed to polyadenylation

We began the search for nucleotide sequences important for
polyadenylation by constructing chimeras between SOR (SINE from
class T−) and B2. There is a unique Bgl II site in positions 106–111 of
B2 (Fig. 1) that helps constructing the chimeras. A-rich tail in SOR was
replaced with 3ʹ end B2 fragments of different length (from 28 to
81 bp). A construct with 81 bp fragment demonstrated quite efficient
polyadenylation of resultant transcript (Fig. 4). A 30 bp deletion at 5ʹ
end of this fragment did not reduce polyadenylation of the transcript.
However, further elongation of the deletion resulted in progressively
decreasing polyadenylation of the SINE transcript (Fig. 4). These data
suggest that the 18 nt sequence (underlined) located immediately up-
stream of A-rich tail in SINE B2 is essential for polyadenylation of
transcripts.

Then we obtained a number of B2 constructs with elongated de-
letions between the Bgl II site and the box B of pol III promotor. The
results obtained showed that the 12-nt region located immediately
downstream of box B contributed essentially to polyadenylation of
B2 transcripts (Fig. 5 and Fig. S4). This region is extended into box
B as nucleotide substitutions in the box reduced polyadenylation
(Fig. 5).

To examine the rest of the B2 sequence, constructs with replace-
ments of five regions in B2 head were obtained. However, none of
them demonstrated decreased polyadenylation (Fig. S5, see also Sup-
plementary note).

Hence, there are two regions in B2 that seem to be involved in
polyadenylation of pol III-generated transcripts of the SINE. We desig-
nated the region located at box B as “β,”while the region located imme-
diately upstream an AATAAA-containing tail was referred to as “τ.”

Interestingly, increasing the distance by 80 nt between the regions β
and τ by the insertion of a scrambled oligonucleotide in the Bgl II site de-
creased polyadenylation efficiency, although not dramatically (Fig. S6).

Only a minor fraction of SINE copies (source genes) is capable of
transcription and reverse transcription, which give rise to new genomic
copies [17]. TheB2 copy (cloneMm14) used in our experimentswas se-
lected for three conditions: full length, intact internal pol III promoter,
and a canonical tail with ААТААА hexamers and terminator TCTTTT.
To test if the identified β and τ regions are specific to Mm 14 only, we
compared it with five recently integrated B2 copies that were identified
by mutations in mouse genes. The Mm 14 sequence had marginally
more substitutions relative to their common consensus (13) than
these five sequences (5–10). Fig. S7 shows that β and τ are among the
most conserved regions. Although we cannot be sure that the Mm 14
copy is a source gene, it is most likely that the β and τ regions are
characteristic of bona fide B2 source genes. This can indicate the signif-
icance of β and τ regions for B2 polyadenylation and, thus, for its
retrotransposition.



Fig. 6.DIP regions contributing to the polyadenylation of SINE transcripts. (A) Original DIP (DIP-T) and derived constructs used in transfection experiments. The nucleotide sequence is shown
only for the 3ʹ part of the original DIP. Deleted nucleotides in derived constructs aremarkedwith “–.”The box B sequence and the substitutions (boldfaced) in it are shown in a frame below. (B)
Blot-hybridizationof RNA isolated fromtransfectedHeLa cells. Lane T, originalDIP; laneC,DIPwithPAS inactivatedby the replacement of T byC. Percentage of polyadenylatedDIP transcripts are
shown below each lane. Arrowheads mark the full-length primary transcripts. Shorter RNAs seem to result from premature termination of transcription (see Fig. S8 for details).

Fig. 7. Plot showing the relative polyadenylation for RNA transcribed fromDIPwith differ-
ent deletions. This is a graphical depiction of the data shown in Fig. 6. The lengths of dele-
tions that begin from the 3′ end of DIP body aremarkedon the X-axis. The box B beginning
and theDIP body end correspond to the start- and endpoint of theX-axis, respectively. The
ratio of polyadenylation level of RNA transcribed from DIP derivatives to that of the orig-
inal DIP (DIP-T) is plotted on the Y-axis. Short internal (int) deletions are shown as hori-
zontal barswhose length and position correspond to the size and location of the deletions.
The Y coordinates of the bars show the relative polyadenylation of these DIP transcripts.
The circle (mut B) corresponds to the relative polyadenylation of DIP with substitutions
in box B. Lines below the Y-axis indicate positions of β and τ regions (see Section 3.5).
The graphs are based on data from three transfection experiments (error bars, s.d.).
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3.5. Regions of SINE DIP body contributed to polyadenylation

To study polyadenylation of DIP [18] transcripts, we obtained a
number of constructs with expanding deletions. The deletions
started at different positions in DIP and terminated at the end of
the DIP body (Fig. 6). A construct with the shortest deletion (Δ36)
lacked only a polypyrimidine motif. This deletion decreased
polyadenylation of the DIP transcript to 0.6 of the control. Interest-
ingly, further extension of the deletion (Δ52) increased the
transcript polyadenylation (Figs. 6 and 7). The longer deletions
(Δ69, Δ86) decreased and finally (Δ103, Δ116) abolished the
polyadenylation of the DIP transcripts. These transcripts cannot be
polyadenylated because of the lack of essential regions rather than
the short length (92 nt) of the transcripts: the insertion of a scram-
bled oligonucleotide instead of the deleted sequences did not recov-
er the polyadenylation of the transcripts (Fig. S9).

We also examined several DIP constructs with internal (int) de-
letions. A transcript with 51 nt deletion located downstream of box
B reduced polyadenylation of the DIP transcript to 0.6–0.7 of the
control (Figs. 6 and 7). Examination of six constructs with short
(6–11 nt) deletions also located downstream of box B revealed a re-
gion (about 23 nt) that can be involved in polyadenylation (Figs. 6
and 7). By analogy with SINE B2, we designated this region of DIP
as “β.”

The fact that the deletion of a polypyrimidine motif decreased
polyadenylation of the DIP transcript indicated a role of the motif in
polyadenylation. To confirm this conclusion, we replaced a tail in SINE



Fig. 8. Polypyrimidine (TC)motif promotes the polyadenylation of pol III transcripts of SINEs. (A) Schematic of SOR/DIP chimeric construct. The A-rich tail of SORwas replacedwith the TC
motif and the A-rich tail of DIP. Empty and gray boxes correspond to the SOR- and DIP-derived parts, respectively. The nucleotide sequence of the inserted DIP part is shown below. (B)
Schematic of SOR/TC/B2 chimeric SINE. The A-rich tail of SORwas replacedwith artificial polypyrimidine (TC) or polypurine (AG) sequences and the 26 bp A-rich tail of B2. The empty box
corresponds to the SOR-derived part, while the gray box shows the TC or AG sequences plus the A-rich tail of B2. The nucleotide sequences of the 3′ part of chimeric SINE constructs are
shown below. (1) The A-rich tail of B2; (2) the A-rich tail of B2with an artificial AGmotif; (3) the A-rich tail of B2with an artificial TCmotif; (4) and (5) the A-rich tail of B2with a random
oligonucleotide inserted in direct and reverse orientations; (6) 3ʹ part of B2with the deleted 18-bp τ region (negative control); (7) the 3ʹ part of B2with a 30-bp deletion upstreamof the τ
region (positive control). (C) Blot-hybridization of RNA isolated from HeLa cells transfected with the constructs depicted in (A) and (B). The SOR-specific probe was used in the hybrid-
ization. The lane numbers correspond to the numbers of SINE constructs in (B). Relative polyadenylation: the ratio of the polyadenylated transcript percentage to that of the SOR/B2Δ30
(control) is shown to the right of sequence (B). Each value with standard deviation is based on data from three transfection experiments.
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SOR by the polypyrimidine motif and tail of DIP. The resultant chimeric
SOR/DIP transcript was efficiently polyadenylated (Fig. 8). An additional
experiment was carried out to demonstrate that the polypyrimidine
motif contributes to polyadenylation. We inserted a 27-nt artificial
polypyrimidine sequence in SOR between its body and the B2 tail. RNA
transcribed from this construct was polyadenylated (lane 3 in Fig. 8),
whereas RNA transcribed from similar constructs with scrambled se-
quence insertions (lanes 4 and 5) had no poly(A)-tail. Interestingly, the
polypurine insertion also promoted SINE transcript polyadenylation
(lane 2), although it was 1.6 times less efficient than the polypyrimidine
insertion. Thus, the main result of the experiments demonstrates that
the polypyrimidine sequences can contribute to polyadenylation of SINE
pol III transcripts. In spite of the sequence dissimilarity between B2 τ re-
gion and the polypyrimidine motif of DIP, the latter was also named a τ
region due to the similar position and the role of the region in the two
SINEs.
3.6. Regions of SINE VES body contributed to polyadenylation

The strategies of the VES [19] and DIP studies were similar. A num-
ber of VES constructs with expanding deletions were prepared. The de-
letions started at different positions and finished at the end of the VES
body (Fig. 9). Interestingly, removal of the 52 nt polypyrimidine motif
resulted in decreased polyadenylation of the VES transcript, while re-
moval of an additional sequence (44 nt) essentially recovered the
polyadenylation efficiency (Fig. 9). The further extension of the dele-
tions led to a decrease and cessation of polyadenylation. In general,
this pattern was similar to that observed for DIP (see Figs. 7 and 9).

A set of VES constructs with short internal (int) deletions allowed
us to reveal a region located downstream of box B that contributed to
VES transcript polyadenylation (Fig. 9). A deletion of 7 nt (Δ7intB)
affected polyadenylation most strongly. Thus, we believe that, like
B2 and DIP, VES has two regions involved in polyadenylation: β



Fig. 9. Regions of VES contributing to the SINE transcript polyadenylation. (A) The original VES (VES-T) and derived constructs used in transfection experiments. The nucleotide sequence
is shown only for the 3ʹ part of the original VES. Deleted nucleotides in the derivative constructs aremarkedwith “–.”Dotted line shows the region between the two deletions in construc-
tion Δ10int_ Δ52. The dashed arrow points to the position of box B. The box B sequence and the substitutions (boldfaced) in it are shown in a frame below. (B) Blot-hybridization of RNA
isolated from transfectedHeLa cells. Lane T, original VES; laneC, VESwith PAS inactivated by the replacement of T byC. Percentage of polyadenylated VES transcripts are shownbelow each
lane. Arrowheadsmark the full-length primary transcripts. Shorter RNAs seem to result from premature termination of transcription (see Fig. S8 for details). (C) Plot showing the relative
polyadenylation for RNA transcribed from VESs with different deletions. The graphs are based on data from three transfection experiments (error bars, s.d.). For additional explanations,
see Fig. 7.
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region near box B and τ region (polypyrimidine motif) at the 3ʹ-end
of SINE body (Fig. 9).

4. Discussion

In the last decade, processes with participation of non-canonical
poly(A)-polymerases (Trf4 and Trf5 in yeast) are being actively studied
[20,21]. These enzymes are part of TRAMP complex that marks various
non-coding RNAs destined to degradation, e.g. aberrant tRNA and
5S rRNA. The marking is that Trf4 and Trf5 synthesize oligo(A) at 3ʹ
end of RNA. Thus, Trf4/5 are able to polyadenylate RNAs transcribed
by pol III. However, this polyadenylation drastically differs from the
polyadenylation of RNA transcribed by pol III from SINE B2 that we dis-
covered in our previous work [5]. In contrast to the polyadenylation of
B2 RNA, the TRAMP-dependent polyadenylation (i) does not require a
hexamer AAUAAA near the 3ʹ end of RNA, (ii) is catalyzed by non-
canonical PAP, and (iii) results in an oligo(A)-tail that consists of 4–15
adenosine residues. Such a tail promotes the rapid decay of RNA, rather
than stabilizes it in the cell, like poly(A) at 3ʹ end of B2 RNA.

All eight class T+ SINEs examined were characterized by the pres-
ence of the hexamer(s) ААТААА and transcription terminator at their
end, and their pol III transcripts were subjected to polyadenylation.
The fact that the polyadenylation of transcripts of class T+ SINEs re-
quires PAS and that the length of the resulting poly(A) is up to 250 nt
clearly showed the involvement of the canonical PAP, as in the case of
mRNA. Surprisingly, the introduction of hexamer(s) AATAAA and
terminator at the tail part of all six studied SINEs of T− class did not
lead to the polyadenylation of their transcripts in our experiments
(Fig. 2B). Interestingly, these results are consistent with the fact that
Roy-Engel and co-authors [22] did not observe polyadenylation of the
pol III transcript of Alu artificially provided with PAS and the transcrip-
tion terminator. (Alu is a well-studied human SINE belonging to the
class T−). Thus, the data obtained suggest that class T+ SINEs contain
specific nucleotide sequences necessary for the AAUAAA-dependent
polyadenylation of their pol III transcripts. In T− class SINEs, these se-
quences are apparently missing or broken.

Using deletions, insertions, and substitutions of the sequences of each
studied SINEs (B2, DIP, and VES), we identified (besides PAS) two areas
that contributed to the polyadenylation of SINE transcripts. One of them
(τ) was located immediately upstream of the A-rich tail containing
PAS(s). In DIP and VES, τ region is represented by a polypyrimidine
motif 36 and 52 nt long, respectively. It should be noted that 7 of 13
known T+ SINE families contain a variable polypyrimidine motif in the
position specific for τ region [14]. Interestingly, T+ SINEs from the arma-
dillo genome (Das-IIb, Das-III) have a polypurine motif instead of a
polypyrimidine one [23]. These data are in good agreementwith the re-
sults of our experiments with chimeric SINEs which showed that a
polypurine sequence can also promote polyadenylation of the SINE
transcript (Fig. 8, lane 2). In other words, a polypurine motif is capable
of functioning as a τ region. Finally, the 18 nt τ region in SINE B2 is
enriched neither with pyrimidines nor purines. The second region (β)
contributing to the polyadenylation of B2, DIP, and VES transcripts
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locates directly downstreamof the box B and,most likely, even overlaps
with it. At this stage of the study, it is difficult to determine accurately
the length and borders of β region in each of the three SINEs. According
to our rough estimates, the length of the β region ranges from 15–20 bp
(B2 and VES) to 23–55 bp (DIP), suggesting that there are several ex-
changeable functional elements in the β region of DIP. This assumption
can be based on the fact that polyadenylation declines more gradually
with increasing deletion length in DIP, than in VES (charts in Figs. 7
and 9).

The similarity of the nucleotide sequences between β regions of dif-
ferent T+ SINEs is very limited. First, the sequence similarity is caused by
the presence of box B,which is probably involved in the formation of the
β region. Second, there is a pentanucleotide CATGT in the β region of
VES (underlined in Fig. 9A), and a similar sequence, CATG(T/G), in the
same area of all eight T+ SINEs studied by us (Fig. S10). It turned out
that the replacement of CATGT in VES or CATGG in B2 by another
pentanucleotide significantly decreased the polyadenylation of tran-
scripts of these SINEs (Fig. S11). Thus, CATG(T/G) is involved in the
polyadenylation of B2 and VES transcripts generated by pol III. It is likely
that the pentamer CATG(T/G) plays the same role for other T+ SINEs
RNA.

There should be substantial differences between the polyadenylation
processes of pre-mRNA and pol III transcripts. In thefirst case, the synthe-
sis of poly(A) is coupledwith the preliminary cutting of RNA at the site lo-
cated 15–30 nt downstream from PAS [1]. A whole protein complex
responsible for the cleavage and polyadenylation is associated with CTD
of the pol II large subunit in the process of transcription elongation. In
the case of pol III transcripts of SINEs, formation of the 3′ end occurs not
by the RNA cleavage, but due to the transcription termination at the
Fig. 10. The possible participation of β and τ regions in the polyadenylation of pol III transcripts
and p-160 are associated with the β, τ, and PAS regions, respectively. Solid and dashed arrows
(A) Original transcript. (B) SINE transcript with deleted τ region. (C) SINE transcript with a lon
explanations.
sequence TTTTT or TCTTTT. There is no domain in pol III structurally and
functionally similar to CTD of the pol II large subunit [2], therefore it is
unlikely that the polyadenylation protein complex could be associated
with pol III. In addition to PAS, downstream GU-elements that bind
Cleavage stimulation factor (CstF) are usually needed for cutting and
polyadenylation of pre-mRNA. This factor is likely not important for
polyadenylation of the pol III transcripts, as suchGU-elements aremissing
in the 3′-flanking sequences of SINEs.

More likely, there is some analogy between the β and τ regions of
SINEs and upstream elements (USE) involved in the cleavage and
polyadenylation of some pre-mRNAs (see references in [1]). Namely,
the β and τ regions, similar to USE, occur upstream of the 3′ end of
RNA and are involved in its polyadenylation. Even if the same proteins
bind both USE in pre-mRNA and β/τ regions, these proteins cannot be
involved in the formation of the 3′ end of SINE RNA by cutting it since
the RNA end is formed merely by transcription termination in
this case. At least one example of the participation of polypyrimidine
tract-binding protein (PTB) in recognition of the poly(A) site of pre-
mRNA is known [24]. This protein seems to bind the polypyrimidine
motif in the pol III transcripts of DIP and VES and thereby activates
polyadenylation of these transcripts.

The most well-characterized upstream element in mRNA is com-
posed of two tetranucleotides UGUA located at some distance from
each other [25]. This element binds Cleavage factor Im (CFIm) consisting
of a small (25 kDa) and a large (59, 68, or 72 kDa) subunits. This RNA-
protein complex promotes the cleavage and polyadenylation of pre-
mRNA in a downstream poly(A) site. Interestingly, the pentanucleotide
CAUGU which is located in the β region of SINE VES and contributes
significantly to the polyadenylation of VES RNA, overlaps with a
of SINEs. Only the 3′ part (including box B) of a T+ SINE transcript is shown. Proteins X, Y,
indicate strong and weak activation of p-160 and thereby of polyadenylation, respectively.
ger deletion. (D) SINE transcript with both τ and β regions deleted. See the text for other
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tetranucleotide UGUA; this tetranucleotide is also present in the β re-
gion of DIP and τ region of B2 (Fig. 4B, boldfaced). One can assume
that CFIm associates with UGUA in the β or τ region of pol III transcripts
of VES, DIP, and B2, thus contributing to their polyadenylation. A cer-
tain problem for this hypothesis is that the mRNA molecule should
contain two or more tetramers UGUA [25], whereas SINEs have
only one such sequence. It is quite likely that for the pol III tran-
scripts, requirements may apply for the operation of CFIm that are
different from those for pol II transcripts. Alternatively, some other
protein factors can be recruited by the β region of pol III transcripts
of SINEs and stimulate their polyadenylation. It cannot be ruled out
that the original (canonical) function of these proteins may be unre-
lated to the RNA polyadenylation.

Cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor (CPSF) consists of
five subunits and is associated with CTD of the largest subunit of pol II
[4]. This complex plays a main role in cutting the pre-mRNA and in its
polyadenylation; the largest subunit (160 kDa) of CPSF recognizes and
binds PAS. It is highly probable that this polypeptide (p-160) binds to
hexamer AAUAAA in pol III transcripts of SINEs and is involved in the re-
cruitment of PAP that just carries out polyadenylation of RNA. In the
case of pol III transcripts of SINEs, RNA cleavage before polyadenylation
does not occur. Thus, it is logical to assume that there is no need for
participation of the whole CPSF in SINE RNA polyadenylation; in
this case, p-160 could function without some or all of the other sub-
units of CPSF.

Fig. 10 shows a diagram illustrating the possible participation of β
and τ regions in the polyadenylation of the pol III transcripts of SINEs.
β and τ regions seem to bind two yet unidentified protein complexes
that can be denoted X and Y, respectively (one can assume that X is
CFIm, and Y is PTB in the case of SINEs VES and DIP). Proteins X and Y
can either stimulate the binding of p-160 to PAS or activate recruiting
of PAP by p-160. The deletion of τ region reduces the efficiency of
polyadenylation of the transcript due to the cessation of binding of pro-
tein Y. However, further expansion of deletions in VES and DIP first par-
tially recovers, and then (following the elimination of β region)
completely aborts the polyadenylation (Fig. 10). One can suggest that
the partial recovery of polyadenylation is due to the interaction between
proteins X and p-160, whereas the cessation of polyadenylation can be
explained by the fact that neither the protein Y nor protein X can bind
the transcript and activate p-160 (Fig. 10). Apparently, X and Y indepen-
dently activate polyadenylation and their action is cumulative.

Judging by their taxonomic distribution, the class T+ SINEs families
originated independently of each other during the evolution of placen-
tal mammals [26]. An acquisition of the ability for polyadenylaton of pol
III transcripts by these SINEs can be considered as parallel evolution at
the molecular level. SINEs of all families of this class had to acquire
(i) a transcription terminator, (ii) hexamer(s) AATAAA as part of A-
rich motif located upstream of the terminator, (iii) the τ region, and
(iv) the β region. The τ region in most of the families of T+ SINEs is a
quite long polypyrimidine motif that repeatedly emerged in evolution,
probably due to the slippage of the reverse transcriptase during SINE
retroposition, or DNA polymerase during the chromosomal DNA repli-
cation. SINE B2 does not contain a polypyrimidinemotif and its τ region
apparently evolved in a different direction. It acquired a tetramer UGUA
(bolded in Fig. 4) that is potentially capable to bind CFIm. Interestingly,
the SINE Ere-A that also lacks the polypyrimidine motif, contains
UGUA upstream of its A-rich tail (Fig. S10). The origin of the β region
is quite intriguing and will require a special study. Apparently, it in-
cludes the border between the tRNA-derived sequence (head) and the
SINE body and contains a pentamer CAUG(U/G) that could potentially
bind protein X. Perhaps this pentamer emerged naturally in the process
of formation of SINE by merging of a tRNA-derived sequence with the
future SINE body.

The origin and evolution of the A-rich tails in the mammalian LINE-
1-mobilized SINEs can be summarized as follows. Roy-Engel [27] sug-
gested that the tail of the evolutionary precursors of SINEs primarily
resulted from the synthesis of oligo(A) at the 3′ end of the aberrant
tRNA molecules that was catalyzed by non-canonical PAPs such as
Trf4 or Trf5 (see above). It is assumed that the LINE-1 ORF2 protein dur-
ing reverse transcription causes an increase in A-tail length by slippage
mechanism. The same mechanism probably maintains the significant
length of A-tails of T− class SINEs that is important for their effective
retroposition [28]. The data presented here suggest that during placen-
tal mammal evolution, some SINEs acquired a number of specific sites
(see above) due to which their pol III transcripts became subject of
the AAUAAA-dependent polyadenylation. Long poly(A) at the 3′ end
of the transcripts of SINEs allows for their very significantly prolonged
lifetime in the cell and apparently contributes to the effective
retroposition of SINEs.

Twenty years passed since the last signals essential for SINE amplifi-
cation were discovered (A-rich tails or the regions derived from the 3′
end of the LINE partner recognized by its reverse transcriptase)
[29–31]. At the same time, some SINEs do contain other important sig-
nals, but their function either remains totally obscure (e.g., CORE and
similar central domains [32,33]) or is unrelated to their retroposition
(e.g., sequences repressing mRNA transcription [34]). Here we report
that β and τ regions in a number of mammalian SINEs are required for
the polyadenylation of their transcripts. We believe that further studies
can identify other signals in SINEs contributing to their amplification.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.bbagrm.2015.12.003.
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